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so far, we have not yet received any automated reports of any vulnerabilities in praetorians. however, this game was recently featured at game show gdc as part of a computer game hackathon. hackthegdc is a monthly computer game
hackathon in which teams are tasked with building a game in a single day. this game was built as a part of that event and the team included the two security researchers mentioned above. praetorians has added a new in-game short message

system so users can share intel or tips with other players. while the purpose of this feature is to make the game more social, we should all take note of how insecure this new feature is and how easy it is for malicious users to control this feature.
developers should carefully review this new feature before it is released to end users. there is no good excuse for such a feature as this to be included in a "secure" game, particularly one that is being distributed to millions of users. the game
does not have server-side message storage and the flaw is contained within a string that will be sent to the game client. we are not sure if this string is simply a static value or if it can be customized. praetorians claims this data is sent to the

player using the new, more social feature. let us quickly review the puzzle here. the game is using the unified messaging system in version 1.02. earlier versions of the game never supported unified messaging at all. the game supported im and
join, but that was all. what praetorians does is try to use unified messaging to send these types of messages to the user.
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remote code execution would allow attackers to find their way to the /etc/hadoop/conf directory for the system. while that may not sound like a lot, it could very easily lead to full compromise of the hadoop daemon that runs the hdfs service. once inside, the attacker could browse around and
use the hdfs service to retrieve data and files or worse yet delete the hadoop data. cybersecurity report kaspersky labs for the week of dec. 14 through the 20th has found reports of hackers that have put up for sale available samples of log4j2-overflow.jar for up to $3,500. the discovery of this
particular variant is noteworthy, writes kaspersky lab, as the previous version of the exploit was developed by a student for a class and sold on the dark web for up to $35,000 per copy. it's always been a nice thing to fix bugs and make them public. this increases the probability of developers,

users and automated tools discovering and fixing bugs. however it sometimes makes both less secure. for example, i am not sure whether stackoverflow was any less secure because they fixed a bug or published the bug. this is something others should work out. one of the most common
problems we see in enterprise environments is non-compliance with governing data and information governance frameworks. for example, a very common problem we see is the failure to ensure that data governance policies require all data types to be encrypted. this may sound obvious, but

sometimes mistakes are made. for example, my experience has been that the vast majority of organizations in the developing world use sms for their telephone numbers. 5ec8ef588b
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